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DECISIONS RELATING TO PATENTS, TRADE MARKS, ETC. H e  must judge of the sufficiency of the original specifi· The statute authorizing a reissue was intended to protect 
United States Vlrcult Court.-Northern District oC cation, whether the same is defective in any particular, against accidents and mistakes, and it is only when thus re-

New York. whether such defect was the result of an unintentional stricted that it can be regarded as a beneficiul statute. If a 
BIGNALL VS. HARVEY et al.-PATENT FOR COOLING AND error, and, if so, to what extent a new or additional specifi. patentee does not embrace by his specifications an(l claim 

Blatchford, J. : 
DRYING MEAL. cation should be allowed to describe correctly the invention all that he might have done, and there has Leen no clear 

This suit is brought on reissued letters patent granted to 
John Deuchfield, January 16, 1872, for fourteen years from 
April 20, 1858, for an improvement in cooling and drying 
meal. 

claimed. mistake, inadvertence, or accident in their preparation, the 
4. But this does not preclude the examination by the presumption of law is that he has abandoned to the use of 

court of the original and reissucd patents, to see whether or the public everything outside of them, or at leaet has post· 
not they disclose on their face a case in which the Commis- ponea any additional claim for further consideration. 
sioner has no jurisdiction to act, or a case in which, by his Looking at tbe original patent and the reissued patent and 

1. A printed publication, in order to defeat a patent, must h fi '  d h fi d . determination, he has exceeded his jurisdiction; if so, the t e specl catlOns annexe to t em, we n that the matenal 
furnish such clear and definite information as to enable a reissued letters patent must fall. difference between them is as to the extent of the invention. 
skilled person, beyond any reasonable doubt, by following 5. The record of a judgment of a judicial tribunal may The original patent covers a compound of nitro-glycerine 
them, without aid from anything not known when they be in all cases examined to see whether such tribunal had and an lDexploslve porous absorbent which will take up the 
were m ade, to construct an apparatus like that patented. jurisdiction of the subject matter and of the person of the nitro-glycerIne and render it safe for transportation, storage, 

2. A patent granted to a person of one name and reissued defendant, and if such jurisdiction be wanting the judg. and US3 without loss of its explosive power. The reissued 
under a different-as granted to Deuchfield and reissued to ment is ineffectual for any purpose. patent enlarges the scope of the invention so as to embrace 
Deuchfield-is a question of identity merely, and proof is 6. Whenever it appears, on a comparison of the two in- a compound of nitro-glycerine with any porous substance, 
always competent in such a case. struments, that the original patent is valid, it is clear that explosIve or inexpiosive, which will be equally safe for nse, 

Infringement of the first claim of the reissue is proved the Commissioner has exceeded his jurisdiction and the reo transportation, or storage. 
and not contested. As the patent has expired, there can be issue is without authority f I 

' 
The specifications annexed to the original patent were 

no i�junction, but the plaintiff is entitled to the usual de.. 7. When it appears, up�n ��:parison, that the specifica. clear and sufficiently explicit for the compound composed 
cree In other resp;cts in regard to said first claim. 

I
' tion of the reissue only differs from the original in contain- of nitro-glycerine and the in explosive porous substance 

'ff
The s�me ��clsJOn is made in the cases of the s�me plain ing an invention of broader scope, it is clear that the origi- mentioned, and the claim was only for a composition of 

tl agalDst . omas Elwood and others, Henry oder and nal patent must be valid if the reissue would be. matter made of the ingredients, in the manner, and for the 
others, and SIdney R. Brown and others. 8. If the original patent is valid to the extent of its claim, purposes deBcribed in them. There was thrrefore nothing 

United States VIrcult Court-Eastern District of 
a reissue is without authority of law. to corred in a reissue. according to the decisIon in Russell 

New York. 9. Where an invention was described in one portion of VS. Dodge (3 Otto, 463). The claIm was as extensive as the 
CLARKE, TRUSTEE, VS. JOHNSON. the specification as compounded of the explosive substance invention specified, and there is no pretense that this was 

Benedict, J.: nitro-glycerine and an inexplosive porous substance, and in not sufficient to cover a compound of nitro-glycerine with 
This is an action for an account and an injunction to re- another portion of the specification a more detailed descrip- inexplosive porous absorbents. 

strain the defendant from making a certain form of disk tion of the porous substance was given without mentioning N ow, reading the history of the labors of Alfred Nobel to 
used for valve seats in steam joints, upon the ground that its inexplosive character: Ikld. that the two passages are to utilize the ex.plosive power of nitro-glycerine and render it 
such manufacture infringes a patent issued to Nathaniel be read together, and that the invention is a compound of safe to transport, handle, and use-the experiments he tried, 
Jenkins, August 3, 1869, known as reissue No. 3,579, and nitro-glycerine with an in explosive porous substance of the first, to explode the nitro-glycerine in mass; then, in con-
now owned by the plaintiff. character described. sequence of the dangers attending its use, to prevent its ex-

1. Reissued letters patent No. 3,579, granted to Nathaniel 10. Where the original patent described a compound con- plosion when handled; the patents he obtained in Europe; 
Jenkins, August 3, 1869, construed to be for elastic packing sisting of two ingredients, one of which was an inexplosive ! his experience in the use of gunpowder and other explosives 
composed of four·tenths refractory earthy or stony matter porous substance, a reissue covering all porous substances, with nitro-glycerine-it is impossible to believe that he in
mixed with rubber prepared for vulcanization by using less whether explosive or inexplosive, which would form with tended anything different from the natural meaning of the 
than twenty five per cent of sulphur, and then vulcanized, nitro-glycerine a compound equally safe for handling, is term he used. He knew well the danger attending the use 
whence results a material composed of forty per cent and void as for a different invention. of nitro-glycerine with explosive absorbents, and in limit-
over of refractory matter held together by a skeleton of soft 11. Case of Russell VS. Dodge (3 Otto, 463) commented on ing his claim to its use with inexolosive absorbents we must 
rubber. and approved. presume that he at that time intended to abandon all claim 

2. The patent is not infringed by valve seat disks con- The complainant is the holder of a patent bearing date to compounds of a different character, or at least to leave 
taining sulphur in excess of the above proportion, whereby March 17, 1874, for an alleged new explosive compound such clai� open for further consideration. If we read his 
vulcanite is formed when the compound is subjected to a known as "dynamite or giant powder." For some time f own language in an application made three years afterward 
vulcanizing heat. since its issue the defendants have been engaged in making, l for a new patent for a compound with explosive absorbents 

3. Although it is known that both rubber and vulcanite selling, and using an explosive compol1nd averred to be sub- presented to the Commissioner of Patents by the complain
become soft at the temperature at which steam packings stantially the same as the compound described in the patent. ant, and therefore adopted and approved by it, there can be 
are used, it does not follow that the employment of vul- This suit is brought for the alleged infringement, with a but little doubt on the subject. Soon after the new patent 
canite for rubber as the skeleton of a packing is a mere prayer that the defendants may be required to account and was obtained the application for a reissue was made, evi
substitution of material, particularly in view of the dif- pay over to the complainant the income and profits obtained dently tbat it might reach back to the date of the original 
ferent qualities presented by packings made by the two by them from this violation of its rights, and be restrained patent and cover inventions of other parties during the in-
methods. from further infringement. termediate period, or that which had gone into public use. 

4. In Jenkins VS. Walker (1 O. G., 359) the excess of sul- The compound patented is claimed to be the iuvention of It nowhere appears that he had any knowledge or belief 
phur united with lead or litharge to form refractory ma- Alfred Nobel, a distinguished engineer of Sweden. His in- w hen the first patent was issued that the admixture of nitro
terial, and in Jenkins VS. Johnson, the excess of sulphur venti on, whatever may have been its extent, was assigned glycerine with explosive substances would produce a safety 
was taken up by the oxides of lead or irem in a similar to one Bandmann, in April, 1868, and in May following a powder. That was a discovery which he did not make or 
manner. patent for the same was issued to him for t he term of seven· claim to have made. So when in his specifications he men· 

Held that the plaintiff has failed to prove infringement, teen years. Soon afterward Bandmann assigned his interest tions charcoal as an absorbent, he observes that it has the 
and the bill is dismissed with costs. to the complainant, the Giant Powder Company, a corpora- "defect of being itself a combustihle material." 

Vnlted States Circuit Coun,-Northern District oC 

DUnols. 

ROBERTS VS. SHELDON et al.-TRADE MARK FOR NEEDLES. 

Blodgett, J: 
1. The word "Parabola," registered June 27, 1871, by 

Robert J. Roberts. of New York, as a trade mark for nee
dles, held to be not descriptive, but an arbitrary term adopted 
by complainant to distinguish bis needles from those of 
other manufacturers, and his right to so select and apply 
it affirmed. 

2. The use of it by another manufacturer, prefixed by the 
manufacturer's name, would be, iu accordance with a for
mer decision of the court, "that any prefix or suffix used 
with the trade mark would not give others the right to use 
it in connection with the manufacture of similar goods," an 
infringement of the exclusive right of the complainant to 
use that term to designate goods of his manufacture. 

I sball order an injunction on the complainant's filing a 
bond in tbe penal sum of $5,000, conditioned for the pay
ment of any damages which the defendant may sustain by 
reason of the issuing of the injunction, and also require 
complainant to put in his proof within thirty days after the 
answer in this case is filed as a condition of the granting of 
the injunction. 

tion created under the laws of California, and in October, To our mind, looking at the history of the invention and 
1873, this company surrendered the patent and obtained re- reading the specification of the patent in its light, it is clear 
issued letters for the residue of the term. In March, 1874, that the inventor used the word" inexploilive" in its natural 
this reissue was also surrendered and new letters patent and ordinary sense, and that the attempt to limit that mean
were issued, for the infringement of which the present suit ing is an afterthought of his assignees, desiring to bring 
is brought. within the reach of the pat.ent, compounds in no respect 

The bill alleges that the surrender of the original letters, within his contemplation. In other words, the reissued let
the first reissue, its surrender, and the second reissue were tel'S cover a compound not claimed by Nobel and not em
each made for .. good and lawful cause," but it does not braced in the original patent. 
specify what that cause was. The allegation will, however, It follows that, in oux Judgment, the complainant has no 
be taken to be that the cause was one for which the statute just cause of complaint agamst the defendants, and its suit 
authorized a surrender and a reissue. The bill also alleges must. be dismissed with costs; and it is so ordered. 
that each reissue was for the same invention descJibed in 
the original patent. 

The answer denies both of these allegations and avers that AGRICULTURAL INVENTIONS, 

the original letters and the first reissue were not surrendered Mr. Abram H. Smith, of Wauseon, 0., has patented an 
because they were invalid by reason of a defective and in- improved hay elevator, so constructed that it may be easily 
sufficient specification arising from inadvertence, accident, operated, and will not allow the loaded fork to settle down 
or mistake, without any fraudulent intention on the part of or sag while being carried from the barn fioor to the mow. 
the patentees, and charges that they were surrendered upon An improved plow truck has been patented by Mr. Henry 
false representations with the intent to interpolate and ob- C. Strong, of Mauston, Wis. The object of tbis invention 
tain in reissned letters claims and grants for more than was is to furnish trucks for moving plows from place to place in 
embraced by the invention of Nobel described in the origi- manufactories, warehouses, salesrooms, and upon farms. It 
nal patent, and that the reissued letters were not for the is so constructed that the plows can be easily moved witbout 
same invention, but for another and different one. And danger of breaking, marring, or wearing them. 

Vnlted States Circuit Court-District oC CallCornla. the defendants insist that for this and other reasons the re- An improved corn planter has been patented by Mr. Theo-
THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY VS. THE CALIFORNIA issued letters are invalid. ' dore T. Daniels, of Morrison, Ill. Tbis invention relates to 

vmORIT POWDER COMPANY et at. The Commissioner is an officer of limited authority, and I an apparatus which may be attached to COI'D planters of 
Field, J.: whenever it is apparent upon inspection of the patents that various descriptions for the purpose of opening furrows for 

1. Reissued letters patent granted to Alfred Nobel, March he has acted without authority or has exceeded it his judg-! the reception of the corn dropped from the seed box. 
17,1874, for explosive compounds, declared to be invalid. , ment must necessarily be regarded as invalid. His action' An improved plow attachment for cultivators has been 

2. A reissue can only be had when the original patent is I mnst be restricted to the particular cases mentioned in the patented by Mr. Homer J Potter, of Centralia, Kan. This 
inoperative or invalid from one of two causes-either by statute that only authorizes a rei-ssue when from an un in- invention consists in a novel construction, arrangement, and 
reason of a defective or insufficient specification or by rea- tentional error in the description of the invention the patent combination of devices connected with a plow beam. where
son of the patentee claiming as his own invent.ion or dis- is invalid or inoperative, or when the claim of the patentee by provision is made for attaching the plow heam to a 
covery more than be had a right to claim as new-and even exceeds his invention. It is not sufficient that the patent cultivator after the cultivator beams have been detached. 
then only where the error has arisen from inadvertence, ac- does not cover all that the patentee could have claimed if A combined cultivator and cotton-Chopper, so constructed 
cident, or mistake, and witbout any fraudulent or deceptive his specifications had come up to his invention. If he has as to scrape, chop, and dirt a row of plants al, each passage 
intention. invented or discovered something beyond his original speci- across the field, has been patented by Mr. James W. Gilbert, 

S. The power to accept a surrender and issue new letters fications and claim. 'l!is course is not to endeavor t'O cover it of Hoboken, Ala. This machine Can be easily controlled by 
patent is vested exclusively in the Commissioner of Patents. by a reissue, but to seek a separate patent for it. the plow man. 
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A n Improved Glue Dressing tor Wound.. I exhibition is to bring togetber from every source every! the hand. This saves much time, labor, and expense. The 
Cabinet makers and wood workers generally are familiar species of apparatus wlJich is designed to develop, transmit, I new process causes the fruit to dry more readily, and a very 

with the uses of glue in dressing tonI cuts and other slight and utilize electricity. It is proposed to hold the exhibition, slight loss in w eight results. 
wounds incident to their calling. The glue pot is always if it can be organized, in the Palace of the Champs ElYBeeB .. , • , .. 
handy in their shops, and a glued rag answers as well as the from the 1st to tbe 15th of November of 1881. 
best adhesive plaster. .. , • , .. RECENT INVENTIONS. 

In a recent paper before the Philadelphia Academy of Sur· IMPROVED HINGE, Mr. John L. Volkel, of Sulphur Springs, Mo., has pa· 
gery, Dr. Hewson recommends the addition of acetic acid The hinge shown in the annexed engraving may be set in tented an improvement in breech·loading firearms adapted 
to the glue, and a little attar of roses to cover tbe odor of flush with the door and jamb, thus doing away with the I for rapid firing. The inventor dispenses with a separate 
the glue and the acid. This compound sprea.d on paper or projection so objectionable in the ordinary hinge. Fig. 1 device for extracting the shells, and uses a swinging lever 
muslin makes, be says, a gnod substitute for adhesive plaster shows the position of the hinge when the door is open. Fig. carrying the breech block, that is formed to receive the car-
for surgical use. It is easily and quickly prepared simply tridge and retain it while being fired. The cartridge is 
by putting into a vessel of boiling water a bottle containing thrown out by the act of opening the breech. 
one part of glue to four, by measure, of the acid, and letting A churning apparatus, so constructed as to give a very 
the bottle remain in this bath until the glue is fully dissolved rapid motion to the dasher by a slow movement of the driv-
and mixed with the acid. Common glue may be used and I ing power, has been patented by Mr. Charles B. Davidwn, 
officinal acetic acid, to be had at any drug store. The mix- '1 of St. Joseph, Mo. 
ture should be kept in a wide-mouthed bottle, well stoppered . Mr. Lewis A. Fish, of Faribault, Minn. , has patented a 
by a long cork, which can always be removed by heating I simple and convenient device especially adapted for use in 
the neck of the bottle. Care should be taken to keep the flouring mills and feed stores and gra naries for holding 
mouth of the bottle clean by wiping it well with a cloth bags open for filling and conveying them, open or closed, 
dipp('d in hot water. A bottle of this cheap and easily pre· from place to another. 
pared dressing would be a good thing to have at home as A plow so constructed that the share or point will have a 
well as at the workshop. rocking movement while drawn through the ground, to 

-----_ ....... ,,..., ............. _ - ' . _ .. ----- cause it to more thoroughly loosen the soil, has been patented 
A New Cure Jor llIalarla. by Mr. Henry F. Edey, of Bridgetown, Island of Bar-

There is at least poetic justice in a story that comes from badoes. 
British India, tending to show the power of locomotives A razor, wbich is provided with detachable blades, which 
(when properly approached) to drive away the malaria can be easily removed and replaced, has been patented by 
which railways, or rather railway construction operations, 

� 
Messrs. C. J. J. Sadler, of Milford, Pa., and P. C. 8adler, 

have so long been charged with causing. 

I 
of New York city. 

A poor villager of Kattywar had been afflicted for a long I� An improved adjustable wrist·pin, which is simple, con-
time with remittent fever, and no amount of idol worship � venient, and effective, and prevents noise and irregular mo-
and penance availerl to arrest the malady. At length a 

I 
tion, has been patented by Mr. Lafayette Thomas, of 

friendly neighbor advbed him to approach the" Bhoot" in MORGAN'S IMPROVED HINGE. Marshall, Mo. Tbe invention consists in a wrist-pin formed 
tbe newest shape in which the former had seen him recently of a cylinder attached to the pitman and fitting into tbe eap-
taking his daily run in tbat part of the province, chafing 2 shows the hinge with the door closed. Fig. 3 is a horizon- sbaped head of a pin that passes longitudinally tbrough the 
and fuming. The fever strickp.n vilhger consequently trav- tal section of the hinge closed, and Fig. 4 is a section show· cylinder, the pin being held in the desired position by a 
eled a distance from home, and at sigbt of a railway loco- ing it open. screw nut provided with teeth in which a sliding spring catch 
motive, fell on his knees, tendered an offering of corn and The two leaves, attached respectively to tbe door and takes and prevents the nut from rotating. 
sweets, and extolled its might The devil was appeased; , jamb, have eacb two flanges, between which a connecting A machine for flattening and sharpe,ning plow colters 
the worshipper found himself rid of the malaria. I link is hung with joint pins. The link has!l.t its center a has been patented by Mr. Jobn T. Duff, of Allegbeny, Pa. 

_� .. __ .. _ e .  , .. 'vertical flange stop. against which the leaves of the hinge This invention consists in a novel arrangement of flanges 
NOVEL ROAD ENGINE, ! strike when the door is closed; it also bas flanges at its ends, for clamping the colter, and rollers for beveling its edge. 

We have on several occasions ill ustrated steam road wagons I against which the leaves strike when the door is opened. Mr. George H. Williams, of Fort Smith, Ark., bas patented 
whicb promised well, but for one reason or another bave i It is a simple matter to apply this hinge, as it is always set a machine for making bricks, so constlucted as to mould the 
failed to come into anything like general use. We now give' in flush with the edge of tbe door and jamb. bricks, press them, and deliver the pressed bricks upon off· 
an engraving of a carriage using neither steam nor solid fuel, As the door is opened the leaf attached to it turns on bearing belts automatically. It is simple in construction 
eOllBequently avoiding the necessity of carrying w!lter and the link until the door stands at right angles with the jamb, and rapid in operation. 
coal. The fuel, whicb is at the same time the motive agent. when the leaf strike" the flange on the side of the link, and A cheap automatic cut· off, to regulate the flow of water 
is common illuminating gas, wbicb is mixed with a certain both link and leaf move together until the door is open. This from the roof of a building into a cistern, for the purpose 
proportion of air, and exploded in the cylinder in the manner binge can be used to advantage on tlut surfaces, such as of directing the first washings of the roof from the cistern, 
common to well known has been patented by Mr. 
gas engines. The engine is Dennis Brady, of New 
secured to a frame, which Orleans, La. 
is supported at the rear A shank support and 
by the axle, :md in front protector for boots and 
by a caster wheel, wbose shoes has been patented by 
frame is provided with a Messrs. Edson P. Hadley, 
lever mored by a rack and of Shelburne Falls, and 
pinion, the shaft of the Thomas Joyce, of Buck-
pIllIOn being provided land, Mass. The object of 
with a hand wheel. which tbis invention is to pre
is turned one way or the 
otb"r in tbe operation of 
guiding tbe cal'Iiage. 

The box upon which the 
passengers sit contains a 
weighted bellows filled 
with gas, which is ndmit
ted to tbe cylinder tbrough 
a valve working across ils 
forward end. The vebicle 

vent the boot or shoe from 
ripping at the shank, and 
by protecting the shank to 
prevent it from being cut 
or worn hy shoveling, 
spading, or any pedal 
lahar, or from being 
burned when the wearer 
rests his foot on the cope 
of tbe grate or stove for 

is provided with a brake warming. 
which is wit bin easy reach Mr. Ira E. Davenport, 
of the driver. of Mechanicsville, Vt. ,  

The engine c a n  h e  in- has patented a brake for 
Btantly stopped and start- bob sleighs which consists 
ed, and its speed may be in a novel arrangement of 
varied by varying the levers and devices can· 
amount of gas admitted to nected therewith, wbere-
tbe cylinder. A skilled by the brakes are applied 
engineer is not required to the front sled by the 
to operate it, as tbe rna- momentum of the rear 
nagement of it is very sim- sled when tbe !!peed o f the 
pIe. The in vento ,r prefers team is checked or when 
to use high wbeels similar holding back in going 
to velocipede wheels, and down hill. 
to connect the piston .of WARRINGTON'S ROAD ENGINE. Mr. Charles G. James, 
the engine directly with of Petaluma, Cal., has pa-
a crank formed in tbe axle, but he is not confined tn this· piano covers, writing desks, and cabinet furniture. This· tented an improved stnck car which is simple in construe· 
construC'tion. invention was lately patented by Mr. John T. Morgan, of tion, and in which the stock can be housed and fed CORve-

This novel vebicle was recently patented by Mr. C H ! New Brunswick, N. J., who may be addressed for further nienlly. 
Warrington, of West Chester, Pa. particulars. Frank W. Wardwell. of Cambridge, and Charles E. Let-

.. , • , .. I .. ,. • tenmayer, of West Lamerville, Mass., have patented an im· 
International Exhibition 01' Eler-trlclty. 1 New Procesl!I of Peeling Peaches. proved book cover protector, which is simple, cheap, and 

The JIiU1'nal OjJiciel, of October 26, publisbes a letter from I In certaill California peach-drying establishments the work easily applied. 
the Minister of Post Offices and Telegraphs to the President of peeling the peaches has been much simplified by the fol- Messrs. Charlton Patterson and Herman L. Abrahams, of 
of the RepUblic of France, asking that dignitary's co.opera-' lowing process: A crate filled with fruit is dropped into a Russell, Kans. , have patented a sulky plow in which the ad
iion in organizing an International Electrical Congress. which I vat containing hot lye, and there shaken. It is then removed justable axles can be raised and lowered to reglllate the depth 
shall be under the auspices of the gnvernment in order to to a tank of pure cold water and the lye is washed away. at which the plow wnrks in the ground without throwinj! 
give the enterprise thai character of independence which is i The skins of the fruit by this prncess become sn separated the wheels out of line, and without affecting the set and 
an essential condition of success. The design of the proposed I from the pulp that they are drawn off with one motion of I gather of the axles. 
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